
 

 

About the Taktila® training 

 

 

The intention of the 2-day Taktila® training is to look more immovable from the personal experience 

of the other and your own awareness. In addition, you learn how to communicate the application of 

color businessably with (color) blind people by means of Taktila®. Your new insights and tools 

provided provide scope for further development of your business. The training is given by Dutch 

artist Jofke®. She is engaged in multi-sensory art experience, among other things she wrote the book 

Je zintuigen als inspiratie [Your senses as an inspiration] and developed the Taktila method®. 

 

The first part of the training consists a number of creative communication assignments. Jofke will tell 

about her motto ‘Turn your goal into your point of departure’ and how to use semiotics (the learning 

of the signs) to communicate more consciously. By sharing experiences and reflecting on the 

assignments, there will come ideas about application in practice. Jofke takes the time to support 

everyone personally. 

 

The second day you will learn how to apply Taktila® in theory and practice. 

Because: Imagine you do not have visual memory: no memories of images, colors and light-dark 

contrast. Can you imagine?! I believe think you cannot, because when seeing people think about 

something, they immediately see pictures in their minds. 

 

 What does depth mean if there is no depth because you only touch one place at a time? 

 What does color mean if you have never been able to perceive this? 

 What does light or shadow mean if you live in the dark? 

 What does a spatial representation in perspective on the flat surface represent as it is 

visually observed when the horizon is inadequate? 

Jofke has been researching her blind and visually impaired students for years. To help each person 

find personalized answers, she has developed the Taktila® method. This 2-day training is especially 

focused on the aspect color of the Taktila method®. If you are interested in the entire method for all 

visual arts, there is the Taktila® annual education. 

 

The Taktila method® 

Even though our society is visually set, we do not only see with our eyes. Since we have different 

senses, it is possible to observe the world around us non-visually, it is the art of becoming aware of 

alternative possibilities of seeing. Taktila® is one of these possibilities, a tactile character system that 

combines a sense of color and gives insight to our color system. 

 

After this training you are authorized to apply Taktila® for business purposes. If this is not your 

intention then you will see new opportunities that help you and others to share their experience of 

the world they live in. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.studioxplo.nl/je-zintuigen-als-inspiratie-boek/
http://www.studioxplo.nl/je-zintuigen-als-inspiratie-boek/
http://taktila.com/


 

Reviews trainees 

 

The training was very impressive. I noticed that from the moment my sight 

disappeared through the use of a blindfold, I immediately did everything by 

hearing and especially by touch. I was "seeing" through my hands, fingers 

and especially fingertips. As with the glass of tea I put past the edge of the 

table. If I wanted to drink, I only had to slide my hand and fingers along the 

edge and could reach my glass so easily. The aforementioned body parts 

precisely matched my brain. 

During the training, it worked seriously and there were also fun and humor - beautiful 

moments. It was fun and an extremely educational training. 

When I reflect on it, I show myself grateful that I can see. I realize now that vision is very 

important and that life without sight is also possible - it goes on in another way that is also 

good and can give joy. I now have more respect for people with visual impairment and how 

they deal with their business in daily life.'  

Stephanie de Bonth - Management assistant in education and care, August 2015 

 

‘Jofke is alert, enterprising, practical, willful, humorous and moved. Her life 

setting and thoughtful attitude towards third parties is valuable and inspiring 

for others.’  

Boudewijn Peters - Concerncontroller at Open Universiteit, September 2015 

  

 

 

 

 

‘After my creative therapy ended and I was advised that painting would be 

good for me. My traumatic past I am looking for. The Studio Xplo poster and 

website immediately addressed me. It radiated calm and safety. That safety 

was very important to me. After acquainting myself with artist Jofke van 

Loon, I felt comfortable at ease, so I wrote to Studio Xplo for a painting 

course. After the first painting lesson, I already realized that I could relax.  

I learned quite quickly that I could release. Also, I gradually became from my social isolation 

and I became increasingly freer and stronger.  

 

I also wanted to share this experience with others. So on the question of whether I wanted 

to be a volunteer, I did not have to think long. I became a friend of a blind lady. I saw her 

grow, enjoy and become happier because of her developments through the Taktila® 

method, herself and my assistance. It is super experience that. This makes a person happier 

and stronger, and sick less often. I think this is true for everyone. 

I became a happier and stronger person and see this happen to others. I would like to 

support this because art and creativity is for everyone. That’s why we need the Taktila® 

method and volunteers.’  

Margot van Berkel - Volunteer, november 2015 


